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therefore, to look in practice for a system of commodity taxes
that shall be better than proportionate. Nor is this all.
Should we be forced for administrative reasons to confine
ourselves to " lucrative " revenue-raisers, a system made up
of commodity taxes is likely to prove actually regressive.
If food articles of large consumption are included, this is
almost certain to happen. " The man who possesses an
income of £1000 a year does not, as a rule, drink ten times
as much whisky, tea or beer, or smoke ten times as much
tobacco, as the man who possesses an income of £100 a
year." * Again, if raw materials, a technically fairly easy
thing to tax, are assessed in preference to more complex
finished goods, there will be regression, because equal quanti-
ties of raw material are worked up (with more labour) into
finer articles bought by the rich and into the coarser articles
bought by the poor. When this happens a raw material tax
carries off a less proportion of rich men's than of poor men's
expenditure. The same thing is true for the same reason of
taxes on machinery. The danger of regression, to which these
considerations point, is actually realised in that part of the
British revenue system which consists in taxes on commodi-
ties. Thus for 1937-8 Messrs. Shirras and Rostas offer the
following estimates 2 of the percentage burden on fully earned
incomes, for a married couple with two dependent children,
due to commodity taxes (i.e. indirect taxes exclusive of Social
Insurance contributions), on the assumption that " moderate "
amounts of alcohol and tobacco are consumed, and, for incomes
of £500 and over, a moderate amount of private motoring :

Income, £ 
% Burden 
Income, £ 
% Burden 
100 
14-4 
1,000 
9-0 
150 
14-1 
2,000 
7-1 
200 
13-5 
2,500 
6-2 
250 
12-5 
5,000 
4-2 
300 
11-9 
10,000 
2-8 
350 
11-3 
20,000 
2-0 
500 
12-8 
50,000 
M 
1	Sir D. Barbour in the Report of the Royal Commission on the Financial
Relations between Great Britain and Ireland, 1896, p. 122.
2	British Taxation, pp. 52-3.

